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Abstract
Qualitative studies, such as sociological research, opinion analysis, or media studies, can benefit greatly from automated topic mining provided by topic models such as LDA. However, examples of qualitative studies that employ topic modelling as a tool are currently few and far between. In this work, we identify two important problems along the way to using topic models in qualitative studies: lack of a good quality metric that closely matches human judgement in understanding topics and the need to indicate specific sub-topics that a specific qualitative study may be most interested in mining. For the first problem, we propose a new quality metric, tf-idf coherence, that reflects human judgement more accurately than regular coherence, and conduct an experiment to verify this claim. For the second problem, we propose an interval semi-supervised LDA approach, or ISLDA, in which certain predefined sets of keywords (that define the topics researchers are interested in) are restricted to specific intervals of topic assignments. We also present a case study on a Russian Livejournal dataset aimed at ethnicity discourse analysis.

In Russia of 2006–2013, grassroots political activity and its radicalization have both risen rapidly. Urban ethnic conflicts with Caucasian-origin settlers and emigrants from ex-Soviet states, including Moscow of 2010–2013, have created new research agendas focused on mapping and prognosis of current ethnic attitudes. The project aims at mapping current ethnic attitudes in the Russian-language Livejournal community by big data research methods, Livejournal selected for its ‘platform for Runet elite’ image. To interpret the topics, framing theory is used: ‘ politicized vs. ritualized ethnicities’ semi-automated frame analysis and manual discourse analysis are deployed, altogether forming a mixed quality-assessment method for LDA topics. Factors influencing ‘politicization/ritualization’ are suggested.
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1. Introduction
Over recent years, topic modelling techniques based on probabilistic latent semantic analysis (pLSA) [1] and latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [2, 3] have seen growing use for various applications, including direct applications to unsupervised analysis with many extensions to additional information and structure that may be available in specific settings (see Section 2.2 for a brief review), supervised versions to be used as text classifiers [4], analysing topic evolution in a set of documents over time [5, 6], image recognition and classification [7, 8] and others. In essence, topic modelling is an unsupervised model that learns the set of underlying topics (in terms of word distributions) for a set of documents and each document’s affinities to these topics (see Section 2 for a more detailed introduction).

Recently, a novel field of applications for topic modelling began to emerge. In this field, topic modelling assists qualitative and quantitative research over user-generated texts coming from the blogosphere or social networks. Such research may include sociological studies, opinion analysis for marketing purposes, discourse analysis in media studies and so on. By studying the set of topics learnt from, say, a dataset of entries from popular blogs over some period of time, it may become possible to find out what the users are talking about, identify underlying topical trends and follow them through time, identify documents that are most relevant to a specific topic. Ideally, a researcher may be able to draw important conclusions exclusively from the set of word distributions for topics, and only then read documents with high affinities for interesting topics for a more in-depth study. There exists some recent research that brings topic
modelling into this picture, but mostly as a means of statistical analysis in order to detect biased words that may define media bias [9] or ideological discourse [10] rather than as direct help for qualitative studies.

However, there still exist important obstacles along this path. One obstacle is that in order to find “interesting” topics, it would be desirable to have a reasonable metric that automatically ranks learned topics in an order that closely matches their potential to be interesting for a researcher. Human judgement represents the ground truth for the types of studies mentioned above. A good topic quality metric that closely matches human judgement would help filter uninteresting topics in a single topic model and also compare different topic models (with different parameters, different number of topics etc.). Researchers need criteria to choose the best topics and, accordingly, the best model that provides the best topics. As we demonstrate in Section 3, existing metrics such as coherence are less than perfect in this regard, and further research towards topic quality metrics is warranted.

Another obstacle is that topic modelling learns a set of topics that attempts to describe the entire dataset as a whole, while a specific study may be interested in specific subtopics, points of interest where the study requires a more in-depth view. For instance, the case study we present in Section 4 deals with ethnical discourse; while a researcher can identify the most important keywords related to ethnic groups and nations, it is hard to come up with a comprehensive list of such keywords, and documents relevant for discourse analysis may not contain them, so it would not suffice to simply filter the documents by keyword occurrence. On the other hand, it is still desirable to guide the topic model to pay the most attention to topics identified with these specific keywords. In this work, we deal with these two obstacles, extending and augmenting the LDA model.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the basic LDA model and briefly survey its most important extensions. Then we proceed to present a modification of the basic LDA model that assigns a predefined number of topics to points of interest represented by specific keywords; this results in a deeper analysis of these topics and answers the second obstacle mentioned above. In Section 3, we introduce a novel topic quality metric that more closely corresponds to human judgement than existing ones; we also conduct an experiment with human experts that supports this claim. In Section 4, we present a case study of the kind mentioned above: a discourse analysis study based on a dataset of Russian Livejournal texts aimed at the analysis of ethnical discourse in the Russian blogosphere.

2. LDA and Semi-Supervised LDA

2.1. Latent Dirichlet Allocation

The basic latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) model [2, 3] is depicted on Fig. 1a. In this model, a collection of $D$ documents is assumed to contain $T$ topics expressed with $W$ different words. Each document $d \in D$ is modeled as a discrete distribution $\theta(d)$ over the set of topics: $p(z_w = j) = \theta^{(d)}$, where $z_w$ is a discrete variable that defines the topic for each word $w \in d$. Each topic, in turn, corresponds to a multinomial distribution over the words, $p(w|z_w = j) = \phi^{(j)}$. The model also introduces Dirichlet priors $\alpha_\theta$, $\alpha_\phi$ for the distribution over topics (topic vectors) $\theta$, $\phi \sim \text{Dir}(\alpha)$, and $\beta$ for the distribution over the topical word distributions, $\beta \sim \text{Dir}(\beta)$. The inference problem in LDA is to find hidden topic variables $z$, a vector spanning all instances of all words in the dataset. There are two approaches to inference in the LDA model: variational approximations and MCMC sampling which in this case is convenient to frame as Gibbs sampling. In this work, we use Gibbs sampling because it generalizes easily to semi-supervised LDA considered below. In the LDA model, Gibbs sampling after easy transformations [3] reduces to the so-called collapsed Gibbs sampling, where $z_w$ are iteratively resampled with distributions

$$p(z_w = t | z_{-w}, w, \alpha, \beta) \alpha q(z_w, t, z_{-w}, w, \alpha, \beta) = \frac{n^{(d)}_{w,t} + \alpha}{\sum_{t' \in \mathcal{T}} (n^{(d)}_{w,t'} + \alpha)} \frac{n^{(w)}_{w,t} + \beta}{\sum_{w' \in \mathcal{W}} (n^{(w')}_t + \beta)}$$

(1)

where $n^{(d)}_{w,t}$ is the number of times topic $t$ occurs in document $d$ and $n^{(w)}_{w,t}$ is the number of times word $w$ has been generated by topic $t$, not counting the current value $z_w$. The basic LDA model has been used in numerous applications, including studies that survey scientific literature [3] and attempt to mine how topics change in time [11, 12, 13].
2.2. Related work: LDA extensions

Over the last decade, after LDA was introduced in [2], the basic LDA model has been subject to many extensions. Each of these extensions presents either a variational or a Gibbs sampling algorithm for a model that builds upon LDA to incorporate some additional information or additional presumed dependencies. Before proceeding to our specific extension introduced in the rest of this section, we give a brief survey of the most important existing extensions.

One large class of extensions deals with imposing new structure on the set of topics that are independent and uncorrelated in the base LDA model. Correlated topic models (CTM) avoid this unrealistic assumption, admitting that some topics are closer to each other and share words with each other; CTMs use logistic normal distribution instead of Dirichlet to model correlations between topics [14]. Markov topic models use Markov random fields to model the interactions between topics in different parts of the dataset (different text corpora), connecting a number of different hyperparameters $\beta_i$ in a Markov random field that lets one subject these hyperparameters to a wide class of prior constraints [15]. Syntactic topic models introduce syntactic constraints inside a document that replace the bag-of-words model with syntactic parse trees [16] Relational topic models construct a hierarchical model that reflects the structure of a document network as a graph [17], while Spatial LDA extends the LDA approach to image recognition by imposing spatial structure on “visual words” [7].

Another class of extensions takes into account additional information that may be available together with the documents and may reveal additional insights into the topical structure. Many such extensions deal with time; for instance, the Topics over Time model applies when documents have timestamps of their creation (e.g., news articles or blog posts); it represents the time when topics arise in continuous time with a beta distribution [5]. Dynamic topic models represent the temporal evolution of topics through the evolution of their hyperparameters $\alpha$ and $\beta$, either with a state-based discrete model [18] or with a Brownian motion in continuous time [19]. Online topic detection with a temporal component (based on tensor factorization) has been applied to topic mining in continuous streams [20]. Other extensions deal with other kinds of labels attached to documents. For example, supervised LDA assigns each document with an additional response variable that can be observed; this variable depends on the distribution of topics in the document and can represent, e.g., user response in a recommender system [21]. DiscLDA assumes that each document is assigned with a categorical label and attempts to utilize LDA for mining topic classes related to this classification problem [22]. The Author-Topic model incorporates information about the author of a document, assuming that texts from the same author will be more likely to concentrate on the same topics and will be more likely to share common words [23, 24]. Yet other extensions improve upon the bag-of-words assumption, modelling correlations between words and individual sentences [25]. Finally, a lot of work has been done on nonparametric LDA variants based on Dirichlet processes that we will not go into in this paper; for the most important nonparametric approaches to LDA see [26, 27, 28, 29, 30] and references therein.

The extension that appears to be closest to the one proposed in this work is the Topic-in-Set knowledge model and its extension with Dirichlet forest priors [31, 32]. In [32], words are assigned with “z-labels”; a z-label represents the topic this specific word should fall into; in the remainder of this section, we build upon and extend this model.
2.3. LDA and Tikhonov Regularizers

Generally speaking, LDA is an optimization problem whose solution is not unique and/or unstable; practical experiments (see, e.g., [33]) show that LDA inference results produced by Gibbs sampling may change significantly depending on the generated random numbers and certain topics may go in or out of the resulting set of topics. One general approach to handling ill-posed problems has been developed in the works of Tikhonov [34, 35, 36]; the basic idea is to introduce additional constraints (regularizers) in the problem, thus narrowing down the set of solutions. Recent works of Vorontsov [37] apply this approach to topic modelling, introducing additive regularization of topic models (ARTM) as an alternative to the Bayesian approach. This method is free of superfluous probabilistic assumptions, does not require Dirichlet distributions, and lets one use regularizers that do not have a clear probabilistic interpretation. The idea is that certain topics can be characterized by a kernel of words that represent terms in a certain subject domain that will have high probability in this topic and low probabilities in other topics. Thus, the collection of word kernels for various topics whose probabilities do not change during topic modelling serves as a regularizer. However, this idea has so far been implemented only for the PLSA model and has been used to improve interpretability of the topics. In this work, the proposed LDA extension is, in a sense, a kernel of keywords for a specific topic. For instance, in our case study (Section 4) a subset of topics is defined by a group of words related to a specific ethnicity, and the purpose is to find other words that often characterize these ethnicities and ultimately study documents with ethnic-related content. In essence, we propose a form of a regularizer that serves as a “crystallization point” for the topics being extracted.

2.4. Semi-Supervised LDA

In real-life text mining applications, it often happens that the entire dataset \( D \) deals with a large number of different unrelated topics, while the researcher is actually interested only in a small subset of these topics. In this case, a direct application of the LDA model has important disadvantages. Relevant topics may have too small a presence in the dataset to be detected directly, and one would need a very large number of topics to capture them in an unsupervised fashion. For a large number of topics, however, the LDA model often has too many local maxima, giving unstable results with many degenerate topics. To find relevant subsets of topics in the dataset, we propose to use a semi-supervised approach to LDA, fixing the values of \( z \) for certain key words related to the topics in question; similar approaches have been considered in [31, 32]. The resulting graphical model is shown on Fig. 1b. For words \( w \in \mathbb{W}_s \) from a predefined set \( \mathbb{W}_s \), the values of \( z \) are known and remain fixed to \( \tilde{z}_w \) throughout the Gibbs sampling process:

\[
p(z_w = t | z_{\neg w}, w, \alpha, \beta) \propto \begin{cases} \tilde{z}_w, & w \in \mathbb{W}_s, \\ q(z_w, t, z_{\neg w}, w, \alpha, \beta), & \text{otherwise}. \end{cases}
\]

Otherwise, the Gibbs sampler works as in the basic LDA model; this yields an efficient inference algorithm.

2.5. Interval Semi-Supervised LDA

One disadvantage of semi-supervised LDA approach is that it assigns only a single topic to each set of keywords, while many qualitative studies have specific reasons to reveal subtopics related to the same set. One often has to discern between different contexts: for instance, in our case it is important to separate politically neutral posts about Ukrainian resorts from texts dealing with tensions between East and West Ukraine or Russian–Ukrainian relations. Drawing them all together with semi-supervised LDA would have undesirable consequences: some “Ukrainian” topics would be cut off from the single supervised topic and left without Ukrainian keywords because it is more likely for the model to cut off a few words even if they fit well than bring together two very different sets of words under a single topic. The two political topics on Ukraine would most likely stick together, while resorts would be lost in a more general topic of travel to different countries. Therefore, we propose to map each set of key words to several topics; it is convenient to choose a contiguous interval, hence interval semi-supervised LDA (ISLDA). Each key word \( w \in \mathbb{W}_s \) is thus mapped to an interval \([z^w_1, z^w_2]\), and the probability distribution is restricted to that interval; the graphical model it shown on Fig. 1c, where \( I[z^w_1, z^w_2] \) denotes the indicator function: \( I[z^w_1, z^w_2] = 1 \) iff \( z \in [z^w_1, z^w_2] \). In the Gibbs sampling algorithm, we simply need to set the probabilities of all topics outside \([z^w_1, z^w_2]\) to zero and renormalize the distribution inside:

\[
p(z_w = t | z_{\neg w}, w, \alpha, \beta) \propto \begin{cases} I[z^w_1, z^w_2](z) \frac{q(z_w, t, z_{\neg w}, w, \alpha, \beta)}{\sum_{z^w_1 \leq z \leq z^w_2} q(z_w, t, z_{\neg w}, w, \alpha, \beta)}, & w \in \mathbb{W}_s, \\ q(z_w, t, z_{\neg w}, w, \alpha, \beta), & \text{otherwise}. \end{cases}
\]
Interval semi-supervised LDA is able to account for several sets of keywords representing different topics of interest: one simply has to assign them disjoint intervals of topics. For instance, in our case study described in Section 4 we chose four different sets of keywords and assigned them to four different intervals of topics, all in the same model.

3. LDA quality estimation: beyond coherence

3.1. The coherence metric and its problems

Topic models such as LDA produce a set of topics characterized by distributions over words; however, they do not by themselves produce any characteristic features that might help a researcher identify the most useful topics, i.e., choose a subset of topics that are best suitable for human interpretation. The problem of finding a metric that characterizes such interpretability has been a subject of study for some years now. There is a difference between evaluating the entire solution (set of topics) and evaluating individual topics to filter out the junk. For the entire solution, researchers usually either look at perplexity [38] on the original dataset or measure the predictive power of a model by computing the log probability of a held-out set of documents [39]; an important recent study advocates a Bayesian approach based on posterior predictive checking over [40].

As for individual topics, which is what we are interested in now, recent studies [41, 42] agree that topic coherence is a good candidate. For a topic $t$ characterized by its set of top words $W_t$, coherence is defined as

$$c(t, W_t) = \sum_{w_1, w_2 \in W_t} \log \frac{d(w_1, w_2) + \epsilon}{d(w_1)}$$

where $d(w_t)$ is the number of documents that contain $w_t$, $d(w_1, w_2)$ is the number of documents where $w_1$ and $w_2$ cooccur, and $\epsilon$ is a smoothing count usually set to either 1 or 0.01. Coherence and word cooccurrence statistics in general have been used for initialization of LDA parameters [43]. There also exist other, less widely known approaches; e.g., in [44] the authors attempt to quantify properties of word distributions that may indicate a junk/insignificant topic and construct a ranking scheme. In our studies, however, we have found the coherence metric to be a less than perfect guide. It has been able to consistently identify bad topics (i.e., topics with poor coherence are indeed bad topics) but has not performed well at the positive end of the spectrum. We identify two main reasons for it. First, many topics that have good coherence are composed of common words that do not represent any topic of discourse per se. A representative example is shown in Table 1, where we list the top words of top ten topics w.r.t. coherence in one of our experiments. Obviously, these common words do indeed co-occur often, but as a result, only two of the top ten topics can be readily identified ((8) is about history, and (10) is about Russian law). Thus, the first problem is that coherence does not distinguish between high frequency words and informative words that define topics. Second, in the blogosphere many topics stem from copies, reposts, and discussions of a single text. All of them either directly copy or extensively cite the original text, so words that appear in this text both turn out to be top words in the corresponding topic and have very good coherence with each other, especially when these words are relatively rare and do not often occur in other topics. This is a characteristic feature of user-generated web datasets rather than a general disadvantage of the coherence metric, but it still needs to be addressed. Reposts of the same message, due to their extreme similarity, tend to be torn from other relevant texts that would have been assigned to the same topic had the reposts been filtered out beforehand. This deprives the resulting topic of potentially rich connotations and makes it less informative.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(1)</th>
<th>(2)</th>
<th>(3)</th>
<th>(4)</th>
<th>(5)</th>
<th>(6)</th>
<th>(7)</th>
<th>(8)</th>
<th>(9)</th>
<th>(10)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>say</td>
<td>just</td>
<td>issue</td>
<td>just</td>
<td>author</td>
<td>life</td>
<td>have</td>
<td>century</td>
<td>just</td>
<td>right</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tell</td>
<td>stay</td>
<td>solution</td>
<td>instance</td>
<td>fact</td>
<td>know</td>
<td>instance</td>
<td>appear</td>
<td>know</td>
<td>law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>know</td>
<td>solve</td>
<td>problem</td>
<td>example</td>
<td>article</td>
<td>just</td>
<td>image</td>
<td>beginning</td>
<td>say</td>
<td>Russian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>just</td>
<td>problem</td>
<td>situation</td>
<td>often</td>
<td>say</td>
<td>live</td>
<td>example</td>
<td>history</td>
<td>nothing</td>
<td>state</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>need</td>
<td>moment</td>
<td>side</td>
<td>say</td>
<td>issue</td>
<td>see</td>
<td>system</td>
<td>well</td>
<td>known</td>
<td>general</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nothing</td>
<td>know</td>
<td>relation</td>
<td>have</td>
<td>write</td>
<td>say</td>
<td>follow</td>
<td>end</td>
<td>see</td>
<td>federation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.2. Tf-idf coherence

To alleviate the drawbacks shown in the previous subsection, we propose a modification of the basic coherence metric that takes into account informative content of the topics. We have found that a simple tf-idf weighting scheme works very well in this regard: instead of counting the number of co-occurrences we substitute tf-idf scores. Namely, we define the tf-idf coherence metric as

$$c_{\text{tf-idf}}(t, W_t) = \frac{\sum_{d \in D} \text{tf-idf}(w_1, d) \text{tf-idf}(w_2, d) + \epsilon}{\sum_{d \in D} \text{tf-idf}(w_1, d)}$$

(4)

where the tf-idf metric is computed with augmented frequency,

$$\text{tf-idf}(w, d) = \frac{f(w, d) \log \frac{|d|}{|d \cap \text{words}}}}{1 + \log \frac{\text{max}_{w'} f(w', d)}}$$

(5)

where \(f(w, d)\) is the number of occurrences of term \(w\) in document \(d\). Intuitively, we skew the metric towards topics with high tf-idf scores in top words, since the numerator of the coherence fraction has quadratic dependence on the tf-idf scores and the denominator only linear.

Table 2 shows the ten top topics in the same experiment, but ranked with respect to their tf-idf coherence. It is clear that these topics are much more informative, uncovering both important current events that fell in the experiment’s period (terrorist attack in Boston, Pope Benedict’s resignation, Cyprus default etc.) and all-time favourites (recipes, World War II). The second row shows the topics’ ranks with respect to regular coherence; it is clear that more general topics score higher in regular coherence, while interesting and important topics related to current events are lost in the middle of the pack. We advise to use tf-idf coherence to rank topics in projects where topic mining and further human interpretation are of essence.

3.3. Experimental comparison

In order to make a fair comparison between different LDA topic quality estimation metrics, we have performed an experimental evaluation of topic quality based on lists of top words. For each topic, we asked the subjects (among them media studies experts) two binary questions.

1. Do you understand why the words in this topic have been united together, do you see obvious semantic criteria that unite the words in this topic?
2. If you have answered “yes” to the first question: can you identify specific issues/events that documents in this topic might address?

Note that in this experiment, we are more interested in the subjective assessment of topic quality and whether a topic is readily identified by human subjects than objective parameters that other metrics usually concentrate on. Therefore, in

Table 2. Topics with top tf-idf coherence scores: top words (translated) from top ten topics w.r.t. tf-idf coherence in the same experiment as Table 1. The second row shows a topic’s rank with respect to regular coherence. Word\textsuperscript{adj} denotes a word in adjectival form (in Russian, adjectives are more often different from their corresponding nouns than in English).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(1)</th>
<th>(2)</th>
<th>(3)</th>
<th>(4)</th>
<th>(5)</th>
<th>(6)</th>
<th>(7)</th>
<th>(8)</th>
<th>(9)</th>
<th>(10)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(64)</td>
<td>(58)</td>
<td>(42)</td>
<td>(63)</td>
<td>(75)</td>
<td>(48)</td>
<td>(61)</td>
<td>(28)</td>
<td>(25)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ter. attack</td>
<td>pope</td>
<td>church</td>
<td>butter</td>
<td>Korea</td>
<td>add</td>
<td>Cyprus</td>
<td>Syria</td>
<td>military</td>
<td>war</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>explosion</td>
<td>Vatican</td>
<td>orthodox</td>
<td>sugar</td>
<td>North</td>
<td>butter</td>
<td>bank</td>
<td>Syrian</td>
<td>army</td>
<td>German\textsuperscript{adj}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>Roman</td>
<td>temple</td>
<td>add</td>
<td>DPRK</td>
<td>onion</td>
<td>Russian</td>
<td>Al</td>
<td>service</td>
<td>Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>terrorist</td>
<td>church</td>
<td>cleric</td>
<td>flour</td>
<td>South</td>
<td>meat</td>
<td>Cypriot</td>
<td>country</td>
<td>general</td>
<td>German</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>brother</td>
<td>cardinal</td>
<td>faith</td>
<td>dough</td>
<td>Kim</td>
<td>pepper</td>
<td>Euro</td>
<td>Muslim</td>
<td>officer</td>
<td>Hitler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>police</td>
<td>catolic</td>
<td>church\textsuperscript{adj}</td>
<td>recipe</td>
<td>Korean</td>
<td>minute</td>
<td>financial</td>
<td>fighter</td>
<td>Mil. force</td>
<td>Soviet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boston\textsuperscript{adj}</td>
<td>Benedict</td>
<td>patriarch</td>
<td>egg</td>
<td>Nuclear</td>
<td>dish</td>
<td>money</td>
<td>Arab</td>
<td>defense</td>
<td>world</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
this experiment we asked the subjects direct questions about understanding topics rather than used subjects as oracles to judge objective topic qualities like the experiments conducted in [41]. At the same time, since we are not interested in subjective judgment of a particular individual, each set of topics was offered to 6–8 experts for independent assessment. In total, we assessed four different datasets with ten different experts.

To evaluate different quality metrics, we have computed, for each subject and each metric, the area-under-curve (AUC) measure [45]. AUC is a popular quality metric for classifiers that produce ranking results; by definition it represents the probability that for a uniformly selected pair consisting of a positive and a negative example the classifier ranks the positive one higher. Thus, the optimal AUC is 1 (all positive examples come before negative ones), the worst possible AUC is 0, and a random classifier would get an AUC of 0.5. AUC can be easily computed as

$$AUC = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n_{pos}} r_i - n_{pos}(n_{pos}+1)/2}{n_{pos}n_{neg}},$$

where $n_{pos}$ and $n_{neg}$ are the number of positive and negative examples in the dataset, and $\sum_{i=1}^{n_{pos}} r_i$ is the sum of the ranks of all positive examples [46]. We sort the topics by each metric and use AUC to measure how close to the top positive answers to the questions above (“relevant” topics) turn up. Table 3 presents the results. It is clear that tf-idf coherence wins over “vanilla” coherence in all experiments with significantly higher AUC for all test subjects without exception. Therefore, we can conclude that in practice, tf-idf coherence is preferable over regular coherence as a quality metric for LDA topics aimed at further qualitative analysis. We also verified the reliability and repeatability of our results in two ways. First, apart from the two binary questions, we asked each subject to briefly (in 1-4 words) identify each topic if possible; this was done in order to verify that different subjects understand topics in a similar way. This qualitative test has shown that all subjects understood most topics in a very similar way. Second, we computed average Hamming distances between the subject’s responses for each dataset divided by the number of topics (response vector length); they are also shown in Table 3. These distances indicate a good match between the individual subjects’ opinions: two vectors of answers differ, on average, only in 10-20% of positions, with the second question, which is more subjective than the first, naturally leading to more difference in opinion.

**4. Mining Ethnic Discourse in the Russian blogosphere**

We have applied the method outlined above as well as in our earlier research [47] to a sociological project intended to study the discourse on ethnic groups and nations in the Russian blogosphere. The project seeks to fulfil the two aims: 1) to discover a methodology (either automated or mixed) to dig up ethnic discourse (or any other topic- or issue-oriented discourse) from text collections of the natural ‘oral-written’ language [48]; 2) to map the ethnic discourse in the Russian Internet (exemplified by Livejournal blog platform) along two axes: ‘politicized’/‘ritualized’ [49, 50, 51] as one of the most persistent dualities in interpreting the nature of ethnicities and ‘dominant’/‘subordinate’ as the sign of post-imperial [52] and ‘internal colonization’ [53] mentality. Combination of the two axes and geography will create interpretable groups of ethnicities with shared imposed attitudes.

| Table 3. Experimental comparison between LDA topic quality metrics. All experiments were conducted on Livejournal blog posts from top bloggers over different periods of time. The columns show the time period, number of topics in the experiment, and coherence, tf-idf coherence, and average unit Hamming distance between answer vectors for different users; these metrics are computed for question 1 and question 2 in the study. |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| **Dataset**    | **Topics**      | **Question 1**  | **Question 2**  |
|                | **AUC, coherence** | **AUC, tf-idf coherence** | **Hamming distance** | **AUC, coherence** | **AUC, tf-idf coherence** | **Hamming distance** |
| March 2012     | 100             | 0.66            | 0.74            | 0.15            | 0.59            | 0.65            | 0.24            |
| March 2013     | 200             | 0.72            | 0.76            | 0.19            | 0.67            | 0.73            | 0.24            |
| April 2012     | 100             | 0.66            | 0.74            | 0.10            | 0.59            | 0.65            | 0.22            |
| September 2012 | 200             | 0.67            | 0.73            | 0.14            | 0.65            | 0.70            | 0.25            |
4.1. Case study: ethnic attitudes in Russian blogs as a research object

Ethnic attitudes have long been a huge area of research that may be conventionally divided into essentialist and constructivist fields [54]. Among other issues, links between intergroup relations and ethnic perceptions have been thoroughly studied; public attitudes towards ethnic groups are believed to be a factor influencing the spill-over potential in an ethnic conflict [55].

In Russia of 2000-2010s, along with the rise of social activism and radical movements [56], ethnic tensions have become a widespread phenomenon resulting in violent conflicts in Kondopoga (2006) and Moscow (2010, 2013). Public attitudes towards ethnic groups are believed to be a factor influencing the spill-over potential in an ethnic conflict [55].

Ethnicity is the concept that has long been contextualized with the help of similar concepts. Several research lines put ‘ethnicity’ into the context of ‘ritualized’ sides of life (appearance, traditions, customs, social habits, or everyday behavior patterns). Though being criticized as primordialist in the Academe, they remain significant ethnic markers in popular mind. Within another line of contextualization, the concept of ‘nation’ is, in contrast, often built upon linkages between ethnic community and territorial polity (e.g. in case of nation states or ethnic regions within them), which politicizes our understanding of ethnicity [57: 5-7] and allows for interpreting ethnicities as political social imaginaries [58] – collective actors on world arenas pursuing unified political and economic goals. This interpretation is also believed to be important for an ordinary person [59]. The ‘ritual’ and the ‘political’ create two poles of strangeness (culturally differing communities / geopolitical antagonists). Several studies have shown that the ‘political – ritual(ized)’ axis exists in self-perception of the European nations [50] and in perception of out-groups; for the latter, several variables are believed to be influencing attitude formation. Among those, experience of ethnic conflict is crucial for forming politicized attitudes, while for the ‘ritualized’ ones experience of co-living and neighboring (from individual collaboration to nation-wide competition) is a natural fostering factor [60]. This paradigm was challenged by a range of researchers, first and foremost by Stewart Hall [61]. Thus, it is interesting to know whether the ‘political – ritualized’ axis exists within the public discourse en masse; today, big data methods allow testing it.

Ethnic attitudes are believed to be represented online as well as offline. With the growth of Internet in 1990s, hopes arose that the negative ethnic attitudes online would be gradually diminishing; but soon it was clear enough that negative perceptions of ethnic communities persist in online communication [62]. Being, in general, an under-researched area until recently [63], today, ethnic Internet studies occupy growing space and pose the questions on how ethnic attitudes are expressed, whether traditional fostering factors work online, or what the role of a given platform in forming ethnic attitudes is. By far, as Daniels claims [63], people tend to reproduce pre-existing ethnic attitudes online; thus, studies on Runet data could be, at least to some extent, generalized to the Russian-speaking community offline. The duality described above as the axis of ethnic perceptions has been documented for the USSR, starting from the classic works by Yulian Bromley [49]. Western researchers also spotted this axis in development of ‘nationhood’ policy in the Soviet Union [51]. Thus, it is interesting to know to what extent the axis is seen in the online discourse of the Russian-speaking population 25 years after the fall of the USSR and what factors shape it now.

Soviet policies have left a controversial imprint on ethnic attitudes in Russia. On the one hand, ethnic diversity and equality was perceived as an indicator of ‘Soviet democracy’; thus, ‘peoples’ friendship’ rhetoric was adopted, and ethnic cultures supported. On the other hand, actual policing included policies aimed at assimilation of smaller ethnic groups and the formation of the Soviet quasi-national identity. Today, this contradiction reinvents itself in the ‘post-imperial vs. ethnic nation’ building in the Russian modernization and transition studies [52] [64, 65]. Being a fundamentally fragmented society, Russia has post-Soviet migrant and North Caucasian population as one of ‘four Russias’ – a distinct social milieu neither absorbed nor accepted as ‘inherently Russian’ by the urban post-industrial, post-Soviet industrial, and rural ‘Russias’ [66]. This milieu is in rapid growth, especially in absence of a sound migration policy that could combine freedom of movement with crime control and efficient integration measures. The recent decade has been marked by resonant conflicts between residents and diasporas on the local level including those in Kondopoga (2006) and in Moscow (2010, 2013), all involving the growing migrant population in urban and suburban areas, especially Central Asians and North Caucasians both perceived as immigrants. In Russian ethnic studies, all the traditions of contextualization of ethnicity are represented. However, often studies of ethnic attitudes use the ‘binary’ approach that studies perception of one nation by another one. There are attempts to map ethnic attitudes within a territory or a social stratum [67, 68, 69]. Research of attitudes towards multiple ethnic groups is usually based on the data from polls. Thus, we will be trying to map the ethnic attitudes in the Russian blogosphere, as blogs provide enough material to do that: the texts are long enough, and the speech online is described in literature as ‘oral-written’ [48], that is, spontaneous, dialogue-oriented, and non-regulated in comparison, e.g., to media speech.
4.2. Case study: application of methodology

As already told above, ISLDA differs from LDA, as it uses keywords as ‘chrystallyzing agents’, thus combining keyword search with LDA algorithm; as the keywords (in our case, ethnic names) being assigned several times within one dataset, ISLDA is expected to exhaust the possible topics related to one keyword. ISLDA is also expected to work much better than naive keyword search, as 1) keyword search retrieves many “false negative” and “false positive” texts; 2) keyword search does not allow one to quickly define different contexts surrounding various ethnic groups and discern between these contexts; 3) modelling also diggs out texts that do not contain the assigned keywords but may be crucial for understanding of the topic. Thus we have used ethnonyms, including pejorative terms (e.g., Azeri), nation names (e.g., Azerbaijanis), and nation state names (e.g. Azerbaijani) as keywords for semi-supervised LDA rather than keyword search. To choose the exact set of ethnonyms, we calculated their frequencies in the whole corpus represented by the Russian Livejournal posts. Contrary to our assumptions, Asian ex-Soviet nations that are connected by the media to the most serious problems such as crime, unemployment growth, illegal migration, “islamization” of Russia etc., were not the most mentioned. The top of the list was occupied by Americans, Ukrainians, Germans, and Jews. Top ten ethnic groups / nations were selected for running the ISLDA algorithm. For qualitative tests of ISLDA topic mining quality in comparison to LDA, four ethnicities were chosen according to their importance for the final qualitative goal. The Ukrainians were chosen due to their ethnic, geographical, and historical proximity to the Russian public, which could potentially lead to a bigger number of issues discussed international the blogosphere about this ethnicity. Tajiks were chosen as the representatives of a big migrant community potentially linked in public mind to social trouble. Georgians were chosen, as the 2008 armed conflict between South Ossetia and Georgia deeply affected and polarized public opinion in all the three communities (Russian, Ossetian, and Georgian). French were chosen due to the multiple contexts (from Napoleonic wars to cuisine and fashion) to which they may belong in the Russian mind. To test the suggested methodology, the following steps were conducted (see Table 4).

4.3. Case study: LDA vs. ISLDA

In this section, we present the results of automated and qualitative comparison between LDA and ISLDA. In this research, we focus on Livejournal, the blogging platform that, for Russia, has in early 2000s become the most significant one in terms of the public sphere [70], in contrast to other popular platforms de-politicized and overwhelmed with trivial content. The basic sample is the full collection of posts of top 2,000 Livejournal Russian-language bloggers (listed in the Livejournal ‘social capital’ rating) of February to May 2013 (11 weeks, 363,580 texts, 1,072,283 stems; the dictionary, after cleaning stopwords and low frequency words, contained 192,614 words with about 53.5 million total instances of use). This period is ‘calm’, as no ethnic-related events (except for Easter) were salient in the public agenda. We have performed experiments with different number of topics (50, 100, 200, and 400) for both regular LDA and IS LDA; 50 to 200 were made on a smaller test dataset, while 400 topics were run on actual dataset. To compare the results, we looked at the word collections automatically assigned to the topics in LDA- and ISLDA-processed datasets. In order to assess the quality of the topics more accurately, it may be necessary to analyse the underlying document collection assigned to the relevant topics by hand; here, we rather evaluate the visibility of topics for a researcher on the first stage of LDA assessment. Comparing regular LDA results for 100 and 400 topics, it is clear that ethnic topics need to be dug up at 400 rather than 100 topics. The share of ethnic topics was approximately the same: 9 out of 100 (9%) and 34 out of 400 (8.5%), but in terms of quality, the first iteration gives “too thick” topics like Great Patriotic war,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project stage</th>
<th>LDA</th>
<th>ISLDA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dataset collection</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic modeling with stability measures applied</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automated similarity analysis (Jaccard and Kullback-Leibler measures applied)</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top words assessment</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparing the quality of LDA and ISLDA by keyword probability and tf-idf coherence</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selection and indexing of ethnic-related topics</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>Work in progress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selection of text collection for manual coding</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>Work in progress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elaboration of codebook (test coding, Kappa tests, correction of codebook)</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>Work in progress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manual coding of posts</td>
<td>Work in progress</td>
<td>Work in progress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis of coding results</td>
<td>Work in progress</td>
<td>Work in progress</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Muslim, CEE countries, “big chess play” (great world powers and their roles in local conflicts), Russian vs. Western values, US/UK celebrities and East in travel (Japan, India, China and Korea). The 400-topic LDA iteration looks much more informative, providing topics of three kinds: event-oriented (e.g., death of Kim Jong-II or boycotting Russian TV channel NTV in Lithuania), current affairs oriented (e.g., armed conflicts in Libya and Syria or protests in Kazakh city Zhanaozen), and long-term, or ‘chtonic’, topics. The latter may be divided into “neutral” descriptions of country/historic realities (Japan, China, British Commonwealth countries, ancient Indians etc.), long-term conflict topics (e.g., the Arab-Israeli conflict, Serb-Albanian conflict and the Kosovo problem), and two types of “problematized” topics: internal problems of a given country/nation (e.g., the U.S.) and “Russia vs. another country/region” topics (Poland, Chechnya, Ukraine). There are several topics of particular interest for the ethnic case study; a topic on Tajiks, two opposing topics on Russian nationalism (“patriotic” and “negative”), and a Tatar topic. Several ethnic groups, e.g., Americans, Germans, Russians, and Arabs, were subject of more than one topic.

To assess the ISLDA results, the 100-topic test dataset and the 400-topic actual dataset were examined. For the former, four ethnicities were chosen according to their importance for the final qualitative goal. The Ukrainians were chosen due to their ethnic, geographical, and historical proximity to the Russian public, which could potentially lead to a bigger number of issues discussed international the blogosphere about this ethnicity. Tajiks were chosen as the representatives of a big migrant community potentially linked in public mind to social trouble. Georgians were chosen, as the 2008 armed conflict between South Ossetia and Georgia deeply affected and polarized public opinion in all the three communities (Russian, Ossetian, and Georgian). French were chosen due to the multiple contexts (from Napoleonic wars to cuisine and fashion) to which they may belong in the Russian mind.

With 100 topics, ISLDA performed better than LDA in most cases. For ex-Soviet ethnic groups (Tajik and Georg) and European, one of two pre-assigned topics clearly showed a problematized context. For Tajiks, it was illegal migration; we also saw writers from opposing opinion camps (Belkovsky, Kholmogorov, Krylov) and vocabulary characteristic of opinion media texts. For Georgians, the context of the Georgian-Ossetian conflict of 2008 clearly showed up, enriched by current events like election issues in South Ossetia. ISLDA found new important topics related to the chosen semi-supervised subjects. Table 5 shows topics from our runs with 100 and 400 topics related to Ukraine. With 100 topics, ISLDA distinguishes a Ukrainian nationalist topic (very important for our study) that was lost on LDA.

With 400 topics, LDA finds virtually the same topics that are found via assigning 100 topics, while ISLDA finds three new important topics: scandals related to Russian natural gas transmitted through Ukraine, a topic devoted to Crimea, and again the nationalist topic (this time with a Western Ukrainian spin).

In our main dataset, the results by far seem a bit less promising than expected but still have their advantages. Our question was whether ISLDA indeed could help gather the topics relevant for the keywords – or the same topics could be found in vanilla LDA output by searching for this word. Our results indicate that this is not the case and that ISLDA indeed helps find more concentrated and more readily interpretable topics. To illustrate this, Fig. 2 shows the probability of a chosen keyword in the topics ordered by this probability for several characteristic examples, namely (of 22 most frequent ethnicities that were used for ISLDA tests) American, German, European, Tatar, and Georgian.

The graphs indicate that the top topic is nearly always more concentrated and better captures the keyword in ISLDA than LDA. Note also how ISLDA topic probability often drops to nearly zero even before three topics have been found; this indicates that ISLDA helps uncover the “true” content of the dataset with regard to the keywords and concentrate it in a few topics (otherwise it would always take up all available topics). It also means that the number of topics per set of keywords is not overly important, and it suffices to set a “large enough” number as a parameter.

To doublecheck the automated results, we assessed the content of the topics in the main dataset (top words lists) for four ethnicities: Germans and Europeans as those who have more than one topic found by ISLDA, whereas Tatar and Georgians who had only one topic each related to the ethnic naming. What we saw was that ISLDA still was not overwhelmingly better in digging up event-oriented topics in case of multiple topics available in LDA: in the very similar cases of American, German, and Tatar, LDA performed a bit better for top2 and top3 topics for German and Tatar, while for American it was vice versa. But ISLDA was definitely better in separating one topic from another: thus, European got into the context of pirate tales and history of the European civilization, and the topics were separated well. In case of one ‘real’ (most relevant, the one that matters) topic searched for in a dataset, as for European and Georgian, ISLDA performs better in terms of keyword probability, thus, presumably, extracting the topic with higher accuracy.

For further sociological studies directed at specific issues, we recommend to combine LDA with ISLDA, the latter equipped with the number of preassigned topics (interval sizes) chosen a priori larger than the possible number of relevant topics: in our experiments, we saw that extra slots are simply filled up with some unrelated topics and do not deteriorate the quality of relevant topics. Looking for stable discourses might be suited by LDA with the number of topics no smaller than several hundred; but for separating contexts and better digging for a single topic (e.g. for an event-oriented or issue-oriented one) one should employ ISLDA technique.
In terms of the topic quality metrics discussed in Section 3, both average coherence and tf-idf coherence are slightly higher in ISLDA than in LDA. In our experiment, we have obtained average coherence of -873.95 for LDA and -870.25 for ISLDA and tf-idf coherence of -537.14 for LDA and -516.79 for ISLDA. This case study also supports the claim that tf-idf coherence is better for human judgement than regular coherence: readily interpretable topics consistently appear higher in the list of topics ranked by tf-idf coherence than by regular coherence.

One final question is whether ISLDA indeed helps to gather the topics relevant for the keywords or the same topics could be found in vanilla LDA output by searching for this word. Our results indicate that this is not the case and ISLDA indeed helps find more concentrated and more readily interpretable topics. To illustrate this, Figure 2 shows the probability of a chosen keyword in the topics ordered by this probability for several characteristic examples. The graphs indicate that the top topic is nearly always more concentrated and better captures the keyword in ISLDA than LDA. Note also how ISLDA topic probability often drops to nearly zero even before three topics have been found; this indicates that ISLDA helps uncover the “true” content of the dataset with regard to the keywords and concentrate it in a few topics (otherwise it would always take up all available topics). It also means that the number of topics per set of keywords is not overly important, and it suffices to set a “large enough” number as a parameter.

4.4. Case study: word frequency analysis and test coding of LDA topics

We have obtained two types of results that cross-validate each other: word frequency analysis and test coding of the topics discovered by regular LDA. By September 3, 2014 we will have full mapping results for LDA runs, which should allow for mapping ethnic attitudes expressed in the dataset and suggesting underlying factors for these attitudes.

Word frequency analysis. Word frequency statistics available at this stage of the research is quite informative. 166 ethnonyms and quasi-ethnonyms were discovered in the word list of the 5,000 most frequent stems of our text collection.

---

**Figure 2.** Keyword probabilities for keywords in topics ranked according to these probabilities. ISLDA, solid lines; LDA, dashed lines. Ethnicities/keywords: (a) American; (b) German; (c) European; (d) Tatar; (e) Georgian; (f) English.
As stated above, we discovered three types of ethnicity-related topics: ‘chronical’, issue-based and event-based. In the 33 topics, the proportion was 24:6:3 (with one topic non-defined). This is counter-intuitive, as event-oriented topics
in other web 2.0 media tend to occupy more space. Stable ethnic-related topics are detectable in both LDA and ISLDA. For LDA, of 2,000 topics, 291 (15%) were ethnicity-related. Stability of ethnic discourse does not differ much from the average. Thus, Livejournal is, obviously, not very much concerned of ethnic topics; but they constitute stable discussion milieus. By far, the ‘political – ritual’ axis is very evident in the content. Top words showed that proportion of political, ‘ritual’, both, other, and non-definable topics was 16:5:5:4:3. Thus, 79% of the topics seem to be located within this axis; interpretative reading will show if this is true. The post-empirical nature of the discourse is also clearly evident. Of 166 ethnicities found, in-Russian are just 39 (28% of the 139 indigenous nationalities registered by the 2010 census), and most small nationalities are absent. While this is explainable, more surprising is that, counter-intuitively, of the 23 stably discussed nations, European, distant (Chinese, Japanese, American, American Indian), Middle East & North African, in-Russian, and post-Soviet nations are 8:4:4:3:3; the discourse being oriented to past and current armed conflicts, international politics, immigrants, and border issues rather than to internal nationalities and their agendas.

Test coding of LDA topics and its results. While genuine stabilization of LDA is still waiting for its development, here we propose a semi-automated methodology of detecting the most stable topics from multiple runs of the algorithm. All thresholds in this methodology are conventional but derived from empirical observations. At first, after five runs of the algorithm have been performed, all 2,000 topics were compared pairwise with Jaccard and Kullback-Leibler measures. The most similar topics from different runs were combined into topic sets if their similarity was detected by both measures or if the Jaccard coefficient was not less than 0.150. After that, if at least one topic of a set contained words possibly related to ethnicity (e.g. ethnonyms, country names, traditional subjects etc.) among its top ten most probable words, the entire set became the subject of further scrutiny. All topics within it were checked manually to contain ethnonyms with probability of no less than 0.002, thus producing 291 topics within 154 sets. Finally, 33 topics were left in the analysis based on the index of their ‘real repeatability’. To construct the index, we manually defined if each set constituted a single ‘real’ theme or a number of related ‘real’ themes (e.g. for the French, French cuisine and Napoleon wars). Then we divided the number of the ethnic-related topics in the set by the number of the ‘real’ themes in it; e.g. for a set of 5 topics defined as similar by stability measures, there were 2 ‘real’ topics — thus, the index for this set was 2.5. There were 35 topics that acquired the index of 2.5 and higher (of max 5), but one of them was repost-based and one was based on very few texts; these were filtered out, and thus 33 sets remained for coding and reading.

Test coding was performed for 9 of these 33 topics; the rest is still under scrutiny. In the 260 posts of the first 9 topics that were test-coded (10 posts were missing, which meant that some of the 9 topics were created by less than 30 posts). 72 posts contained no ethnonyms; in the 188 remaining posts, 460 instances of use of ethnonyms (that is, 460 posts). 72 posts contained no ethnonyms; in the 188 remaining posts, 460 instances of use of ethnonyms (that is, 460 posts). 72 posts contained no ethnonyms; in the 188 remaining posts, 460 instances of use of ethnonyms (that is, 460 posts). 72 posts contained no ethnonyms; in the 188 remaining posts, 460 instances of use of ethnonyms (that is, 460 posts). 72 posts contained no ethnonyms; in the 188 remaining posts, 460 instances of use of ethnonyms (that is, 460 posts).
5. Conclusion

In this work, we have introduced two new ideas that are important for topic modelling in qualitative studies. First, we have presented the Interval Semi-Supervised LDA model (ISLDA) as a tool for a more detailed analysis of a specific set of topics inside a larger dataset and have showed an inference algorithm for this model based on collapsed Gibbs sampling. With this tool, we have described a case study in ethnical discourse analysis on a dataset comprised of the Russian Livejournal blogs. We show that topics relevant to the subject of study do indeed improve in the ISLDA analysis and recommend ISLDA for further use in sociological studies of the blogosphere. Second, we have presented a new topic quality metric, tf-idf coherence that improves upon regular coherence in predicting human judgement about topic quality. We have supported this claim with an experiment designed to extract this judgement from human subjects.

Research in quality metrics seems a promising direction for further work; in particular, one interesting question for further study is how to best extend the tf-idf coherence metric (which at present deals with topics) so that it can serve as a good measure for the overall quality of a specific topic model. In this way, the new metric may help find optimal sets of parameters for the LDA model (number of topics, $\alpha$, $\beta$), which is always a nontrivial problem in specific applications.

The approach we introduced helps in separating topics and better formulation of those topics which are discussed as issues or events, but not ‘chronically’; for the latter, regular LDA could be equally suitable.

As to substantial results of mapping of ethnic attitudes, we have arrived at the following conclusions.

1. The Russian blogosphere allows for research on ethnicity and provides a lot of interpretable material, as circa 15% of it is dedicated to ethnic-related discussion, and most of the ethnonyms are discussed more intensely than in average speech, which could mean that the ethnic debate on Livejournal is more or less heated. Ethnic-related topics are stable enough by today's automated measures as well as by manual check.

2. Ethnic-related topics may be divided into ‘chronic’, issue-oriented and event-oriented. Surprisingly, ‘chronic’ topics overwhelm the Livejournal top bloggers’ agendas, which may be explained by the fact that the platform experiences more and more a repost in-flow of texts written outside it.
3. Test mapping shows that ethnic discourse in the Russian blogs is oriented outside Russia and shows clear signs of post-imperialism, as it is oriented to macroregions, geopolitical competitors, and border issues. Historic background seems to be a crucial factor shaping the expressed attitudes; some ethnicities play a ‘framework’ role for the discourse. In over 9 cases of 10, ethnicities are discussed within political context, making other contexts practically irrelevant. Mapping on the axis of dominance/subordination shows that polarization on this vector is significant, and some ethnicities are portrayed as ‘eternal victims’ (like Belarussians) and some as ‘eternal enemies’ (Germans or Americans).
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